Pimp My RMS
I want to take you back a year or so...
Making it better for the academic:

1. Change the perception of the system
Ask not what you can do for the Research Management System, ask what the Research Management System can do for you.
They felt like they got nothing in return
Making it better for the academic:

Change the processes to make them as easy as possible
Don’t make it any harder than it really needs to be...
I’m in the import export business
Making it better for the academic:
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Change
the roadblock into a well-stocked fridge
Making it better for the Library: the face of the Repository
DEPOSIT COIN IN SLOT
OPPOSITE MONTH BORN
Making it better for the Library: Change

the model – data flows one way
Repository

Users

Publications

Groups
Making it better for the Library: the role of the Library
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Change
Making it better for the university: the quality
CLEANING CYCLE
PLEASE WAIT
Change

Making it better for the university:
your view of the data: don’t just count the beans,
look at the plants that created them
Count more than just beans
The data can be used to influence what we do in the future, not just report on what we’ve done in the past.

Don’t just count the beans, look at the plants that created them.
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Change

Making it better for the university: your horizons, think further!
Thank You!

Stuart Lewis
Digital Development Manager – s.lewis@auckland.ac.nz

Leonie Hayes
Research Support Manager – l.hayes@auckland.ac.nz
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